4. Modification, programming and testing the ESC Roxxy 710 for fast PWM
UFO Doctor, July 23th, 2010
1. Introduction
The major authority of modifying an ESC is Quax: http://home.versanet.de/~b-konze/
By personal communication we got the following instructions and software.
He even wrote special software for inverted input signals (see chapter
6: Alternative ESC and X-UFO modifications). Thank you very much!
The low-cost ESC Roxxy 710 needs only minor modifications: the pull-up resistor
R99 with 470 Ohm from input to +5V and a wire from input to Pin 12 (ICP1).
The hex programs are on the homepage: www.ufo-doctor.ch
“Roxxy_Fast_PWM_Hex_Dat” and
“Roxxy_Fast_Inverted_PWM_Hex_Dat”
2. Soldering instructions
Viewed by a magnifying glass the ESC looks like a pizza Quattro stagione.
But there are some significant distinctions:
- The olives (resistors) undergo shock stress up to 1000 g* (1000 times
gravitational acceleration) during hard landing and should stay in place
- The artichokes (FET) conduct currents up to 10 A
- The first layer of Mozzarella (led free solder, RoHS) melts not below 325
degree Celsius
The following hints may be helpful for somebody who is not yet a practitioner in
repairing or modifying RoHS microelectronics:
-

Clean the PCB with isopropyl alcohol (and a Whisky for you if you are an old
boy to reduce the tremor of your hands!)
Wet the SMD pins with flux
Apply a thin layer of standard tin-solder on the SMD pin
Twist the bared ends of the cable, give a drop of tin-solder on it
Cut the bare soldered ends at the length of 1 mm
Give another drop of flux on the pre-soldered SMD-pins
Put the cable onto the SMD pin, secured by a removable tape
Heat the solder on the cable a pray that its melts together with the solder of
the SMD pin
Clean the PCB with isopropyl alcohol (but no more Whiskey for you since your
clear spirit is needed for the next step!)
Inspect the soldered pins with a magnifying glass, a tiny bridge is enough to
kill the ESC
Apply an elastic glue unto the soldered pin and unto the cable against shocks
Protect the whole PCB with a isolation spray against humidity
Protect the PCB mechanically with a heat shrinkable plastic tubing
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3. Circuit of the Roxxy 710

Fig. 1. Circuit of the ESC Roxxy 710 by Quax and its modification to fast PWM
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3. Preparation for programming
Fig. 2. Receiving inspection
1: Original Roxxy 710
2: BL-Motor
3: Standard RC-plug
4: Supply cable 12V
5: Standard RC signal
generator built with
myAVR board
6: Power supply with
current limiter
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Check all four ESCs now!
After that program the fast
PWM signal generator onto
myAVR board
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Fig. 3. Programmer cables
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1: Remove the glue a bit
2: Connect 4 cables to the
Atmega8
3: Connect the supply cable
to the block capacitor
4: Temporary connection
of the input to Pin 12
Check all connection by a
magnifying glass!
Note:
The Pull-up resistor is not
needed yet!
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4. Reading the existing old and flashing the new software on Roxxy 710
4.1. Preparing the software
- Download the “Roxxy_Fast_PWM_Hex_Dat” with ”store target as..”
into the folder “ESC_Prog_Docs”
- Make a copy of this Hex file and store this copy it into same the folder
- Rename this file as “Old_Orig_Roxxy_Hex_Dat”
4.2. Open AVR Studio
- On screen “Welcome to AVR Studio” select “cancel”
4.3. Connect the Roxxy 710 to mySmart USB and to the PC
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Fig. 4. Connection of the ESC to
mySmartUSB for reading and
programming.
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1: Modified ESC
2: Removable tape
3: Programming adapter
4: ICP (In Circuit Programmer)
mySmartUSB
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4.4. Read and store the content of the old hex file Roxxy
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Fig. 5. Reading old hex file.
1: Open “Tools”, “AVRprog” (first line)
(Hint: if you see a message
“connection failed”, disconnect the
USB cable and plug it in again)
2: Browse to ESC_Prog_Docs \
“Old_Orig_Roxxy_Hex_Dat”
3: Check path (should be as shown)
4: In “Flash” click “Read”.
The program asks you: This file already
exists. Replace existing file? Click “Yes”.
Now the old original hex program of the
Roxxy is stored for later use!
5: Push now the button “advanced”

4.5. Read the fuse settings
IMPORTANT: During the initial reading the "Fuse bits" section is greyed out and you
will not be able to set any of the boxes but ensure that "SP1 Enable and "Full
amplitude" are checked before proceeding.
It could be that you had to repair the ESC by replacing the ATmega8. In this case
the "Fuse bits" section is not greyed out and you should set all parameter as shown
in Fig. 6. Be patient and careful!
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Fig. 6. Reading old fuse settings.
1: Here you will see “Mode 3”,
change it now to “Mode 1”
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2: Ensure that "SP1 Enable” and "Full
amplitude" are set (checked) before
proceeding.
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3: Check ExtXTAL High frequency
4: Check BOD enabled 2.7V
5: Check Boot Block 1024 Words
Make a screen shot of this picture
and store it into the folder:
ESC_Prog_Docs as:
“old fuse settings of Roxxy 710”
6: Click “Write”
7: Click “close” to come back to
AVRprog

WARNING: If you do not see exactly this screen make a screen shot, push the
button “Close” and exit the AVRprog! Find out what is wrong or ask a friend.
I have lost an ESC by not following this rule.
A supply wire of the programming adapter was broken and I have programmed a notsupplied ATmega8 with all fuse deleted. Now I have to wear sackcloth and ashes.
4.6. Flash the new Fast PWM program
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Fig. 7. Load and flash the new hex
“Roxxy_Fast_PWM_Hex_Dat”
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1: Check if is really ATmega8
4

2: Browse to P.\ ESC_Prog_Docs\
Roxxy_Fast_PWM_Hex_Dat.
3: Check the path for the Hex file
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4: Click “Program” to flash the hex
program into your modified Roxxy.
You will see a blue running bar and
finally you get a confirmation that the
flashing was successful.

4.7. Read the new fuse setting
Push the button “advanced“. You see “Mode 1” and all settings of Fig. 6, but now not
greyed out. Close “advanced”, quit AVRprog. The programming was successful!
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10. First functional test with the Fast PWM Signal Generator
Fig. 8. First trial with
the fast PWM test
signal generator.
- Disconnect the
programming adapter
from mySmartUSB
board.
- Connect the LED and
resistor to myAVR
board (see Fig. 7 in
tutorial 3).
- Connect the mod.
ESC to the board and
apply 12 V, max 0.5A.
- Is the system
working? Great!
11. Final assembly of the modified ESC

Fig. 9. Remove all RC-BEC cables
and all programming cables.
Clean all used soldering pads with solder
wick and isopropyl alcohol.

Fig. 10. Final assembly.
1: SMD pull-up resistor
2: Connection to Pin 12, fixed with glue
3: New white input cable

Fig. 11. Bundle the cables since there
are also black cables for the BL!

Fig. 12. Protect the ESC with isolation
spray and heat shrinking tube.
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12. Final functional test with the Fast PWM Signal Generator
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Fig. 13. Final test with BL-motor secured in a strong bench vice,
1: Battery for myAVR board; 2: Power supply 12V; 3: GND connection to “LO”
1. Consult Fig. 7 of the tutorial 3 for connecting the modified ESC to myAVR board
2. Connect a 9 V battery to myAVR board
3. Check the intensity of the LED: does it vary with the potentiometer settings?
Please note that the minimum throttle setting is when the potentiometer is fully turned
clockwise.
4. Connect the modified ESC to the power supply 12V/5A and do not forget the GND
connection to “LO” at the myAVR board.
5. Switch on the 12V power supply: you will hear music from the motor. Afterwards
you may turn the potentiometer counter-clockwise to increase the throttle.
The maximum current at full throttle is about 5A.
Does it work?
If yes, you obtain here the bachelor diploma in micro-surgery, and you may proceed
to the next tutorial!
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